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No jobs for fresh graduates as
employers want to retain staff
Over 66 per cent of entry level workers are not prepared for the job market, a survey found

VICTOR AMADALA
@ItsAmadala

Job seekers, especially fresh university and college graduates, have
slimmer chances of getting employed in the next three years, with
majority of employers indicating
that they will retain their current
work force.
The Skills Mismatch Survey released last week by the Federation
of Kenya Employers shows a whopping 76 per cent of employers plan
to retain their current employees,
stating that fresh recruits take unusually longer time to adjust.
“Most firms are working on staff
retention programmes to improve

productivity, cut staff training
costs and time. Universities are
churning out half-baked graduates
with only 12 per cent of entry level
employees well prepared to take on
assignments,” the study shows.
Graduates’ job preparedness
score that sampled 292 employers
revealed 66 per cent of entry level
workers are not prepared while 22
per cent are less prepared.
Only 12 per cent are well prepared for the job.
Generally, employers gave a negative 54 job preparedness score to
fresh graduates, citing lack of basic
soft skills needed in job market.
On average, 68 per cent of entry level recruits take up to three
months to settle and perform on
their job. This is attributed to the

time taken in training and induction of the recruit.
Besides, firms are spending a lot
of money to retrain graduates to fit
in their day to day operations. According to the study, employers in
Kenya spend between Sh20, 000 to
Sh100,000 to retrain a fresh graduate.
The employers’ body now wants
tertiary institutions to Impart sufficient skills and competency to
the students so that organizations
doesn’t have to spend much money
on training on those competence.
It also asking universities to review curriculum to meet labour
needs-putting more practical oriented units, ensuring all the students who graduate are exposed
to more contact hours in terms or

practical training
FKE is also appealing to fresh
graduates to learn soft and interpersonal skills and research
and consult widely before taking course if they are hoping for a
space in the job market.
Even so, more firms are planning
to maintain size of work force, with
very few planning to reduce.
The survey shows 46 per cent
of employers will maintain their
current staff size in next three year
while 38 per cent will be increasing
the size.
According to the survey, only 16
per cent of employers are planning
to retrench their staff as a cost cutting measure to reduce on operation costs in the period under study.
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Truce dinner,
Huawei and a
“diss”

P

residents Trump and Xi Jinping
enjoyed a ‘’truce’’ dinner at the
G20 in Buenos Aires, where
dinner Guests broke out into spontaneous applause thereafter.
At the same moment, Canadian

authorities were making the arrest
of Wanzhou Meng, chief financial
officer of Huawei Technologies at
the request of US Authorities. The
US is seeking extradition of Wanzhou Meng after convincing Canada
to arrest her. Canada confirmed
she was in custody shortly after
the Globe and Mail reported she had
been arrested in connection with
violating sanctions against Iran.
Meng is the daughter of the founder
of Huawei, a national champion in
China. Bloomberg said ‘’While the
US routinely asks allies to extradite
drug lords, arms dealers and other
criminals, arresting a major Chinese
executive like this is rare -- if not
unprecedented’’.
“This is sending a signal that there
is a new game” said Dennis Wilder, a
former CIA China analyst and senior
director for Asia at the National
Security Council under President

George W Bush. In the hiphop World,
this would be called a [geopolitical]
‘’diss’’.
A diss track is a song intended to
verbally attack someone else, often
as a response to someone’s diss
track. While musical parodies and
attacks have always existed, the
trend became increasingly common
in the hip hop genre fueled by the hip
hop rivalry phenomenon.
“Huawei used an unofficial subsidiary named Skycom to transact
business in Iran for Iranian telecommunication companies,” Crown
attorney John Gibb-Carsley alleged
in a Vancouver courtroom. Wanzhou Meng is being charged with
conspiracy to defraud banks. Meng
was said to have been a director
of Skycom at one point, Reuters
reported in 2013. Skycom tried to sell
S$2.03 million worth of Hewlett-Packard computer gear in late

2010, according to Reuters. Former
employees of Skycom have stated
that it was not distinct from Huawei,
and that Skycom employees had
Huawei e-mail addresses and badges, according to the Canadian court
filing. Documents obtained through
an investigation by the US authorities show that multiple Skycom bank
accounts were controlled by Huawei
employees, the filing said.
Canada will face “grave consequences” if it does not immediately
release Meng Wanzhou [Xinhua].
The Vancouver real estate market
which boomed for decades on the
back of Chinese demand looks
horribly exposed.
It is worth noting that Huawei is in
the crosshairs. New Zealand banned
Huawei networking equipment from
5G communication networks, citing
“national security concerns”. US
security officials have reportedly
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Qatar direct flights
to bring 600 Europe
visitors weekly
CHARLES MGHENYI / The inaugural
Qatar-Mombasa flight landed at the
weekend bringing to four the number
of direct flights to the coastal city.
Qatar Airlines, operating Airbus
A320 aircraft on the coastal route,
will be making four flights weekly on
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and
Sunday. It will feature 12 business
class seats and 120 economy class
seats.
“Scheduled flights to Mombasa are
still very low. We are happy that we
have received a fourth direct scheduled flight to Mombasa, the Qatar
Airways,” said Jimmy Kibati, general
manager marketing at Kenya Airports
Authority. He said Mombasa Airport
only received three scheduled flights
by Rwanda Air, Turkish and Ethiopia
Airlines. Mombasa is currently receiving 15 charter flights after resumption
of Tui Travel charters from Belgium,
Poland and Netherlands in the last
two months.
In the past nine months, the tourism sector has recorded 7.8 per cent
growth in arrivals of by air and sea
with 777,791 arrivals up from 723,174
visitors in the same period in 2017,
according to Kenya tourism Board.
Arrivals through Moi International
Airport Mombasa has improved for
last nine months with 84,286 visitors
up from 57,588 arrivals in the same
period last year, a 46 per cent growth.
CEO of Kenya Tourism board
Betty Radier said this would boost the
region with visitors mainly from key
European tourist source markets of
Italy, Germany, United Kingdom and
France, Spain, Belgium, Switzerland
and Austria.
“It has been long. We started the
process four years ago. Qatar Airways
will be opening and connecting Mombasa to over 120 cities of the world,”
Mohammed Hersi, the chairperson of
the Kenya Tourists Federation, said.
Hersi said Mombasa has a capacity
of over two million visitors annually
and with the coming of Qatar Airways
they are optimistic that they will
actualize the numbers.
Data from Kenya Airports Authority
indicates Mombasa receives about
300,000 passengers yearly.

reached out to European and Asian
countries where Huawei equipment
is already in use - including the UK,
where Huawei hardware forms a key
part of BT’s 21st century network
- warning them about the “national security risks” posed by the
company.
The US is mulling a subsidy for
the purchase and maintenance of
non-Chinese equipment by its allies,
the WSJ reported noting that one
of the government’s main concerns surrounds the use of Chinese
telecom equipment in countries that
host US military bases, such as Italy,
Japan and Germany.
An important market for Huawei
has been Africa. In fact, Huawei is
the bloodstream of Africa’s telecom
infrastructure. How this plays out in
Africa is now an ‘’above the radar’’
issue.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst

